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ABSTRACT
As computers, digital cameras, and video editing software tools become ubiquitous in schools across the United States,
teachers expand their roles from educators to producers as they take on digital storytelling projects. Unfortunately,
current teacher education and experience does little to prepare teachers for this new role. The job of a producer is not
only to understand the subject matter of the video project, but to also know the technologies necessary to execute the
vision and the pitfalls likely to be encountered along the way. In short, teachers are asked to teach not only their subject
matter (e.g. science, math, history, and language arts), but to also help students navigate a technically complicated
environment of digital movie making, as well as help them translate their story ideas into an audio-visual-temporal
format. Inadequate preparation creates situations where some students who are able to get outside technical support
create far superior movies then their classmates without such resources. And teachers and students often have
unreasonable expectations as to the necessary time and effort these projects require, as well as the quality of the output.
This paper explores the difficulties teachers face when they become producers of digital stories and why it’s still worth it.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Digital tools are now ubiquitous in the United States, both at home and at school. Digital images and videos
are cheaper to generate then the old tape and film-based systems. Most current classroom computers come
with digital photo and video manipulation tools. In such environment, it’s difficult to resist the temptation of
integrating digital storytelling projects into the curriculum. And why not? On the first look, students are
excited by the prospect of making movies—it seems much more fun then writing term papers. But closer
inspection brings up problems. This paper focuses on the pitfalls teachers, students, and parents face when
the digital storytelling enters the classroom. As its inspiration, this paper draws on the student work of a San
Francisco Public Middle School science class led by an excellent teacher, Mr. Kevin Gortney.
The role of a teacher supervising digital storytelling changes from that of a pedagogue to a movie
producer. The job of a movie producer is very different from the job of a teacher. Expertise in a subject
matter like physics and biology don’t readily translate into the technical know-how of managing a movie
making project. Thus teachers come into such projects unprepared and often unassisted. Similarly with
students, school children start out excited by the prospect of making a movie and often ended up frustrated by
the technical and logistical challenges. In many cases it comes down to what’s “doable”—given the limited
resources of time, budget, and technology, what are the right expectations? What is reasonable? What can be
accomplished? How can the teacher properly manage the inequalities between students’ resources and
background knowledge in digital storytelling projects? In order for students and teachers to be successful,
what support structures are necessary?

2. SCIENCE TEACHERS AS DIGITAL MOVIE PRODUCERS
To understand the role of a teacher leading the class through a digital storytelling project, it makes sense to
examine the skills necessary to be an effective science documentary producer. By comparing the job of the
teacher with that of a professional producer, the difficulties that teachers face when taking on digital
storytelling in their classrooms can clearly be seen.

2.1 What Does a Science Documentary Producer Do?
When working on a project, a producer typically starts by investigating the idea for a science documentary
(or a movie, or a television show). The producer needs to have deep knowledge about the subject matter of
the documentary. Translating this understanding into a visual storytelling format is not and easy task.
The producer supervises the progress of the project from pre-production to post-production. There are
three main stages of creating a science documentary: pre-production, production, and post-production. Preproduction involves idea development and the logistics of the project. Production is work focuses on the
capturing of video footage for the project. And post-production includes editing, graphics creation, and audio
design, resulting in a finished science documentary (Millerson & Owens, 2008).
Here is a list of the steps the producer needs to take at the beginning of each project:
1. Find the sources of information that can be consulted to understand, research, and collect data on the
subject of the documentary. Sift through the found material to select what is relevant to the story. Which
materials are useful?
2. Not all topics make good subjects for a science documentary: some topics are just too difficult to
explain, some would take too long, some wouldn’t work for the intended audience. A good producer can pick
just the right subset of information to include in the documentary. Given the topic and research, what
works?
3. Determine the length of the documentary and how it’s told given the resources and the topic. What is
practical?
4. Create an outline for the script. What’s the story?
5. List all of the props and tools that will be necessary to shoot the documentary as it is conceived in the
script outline. What is needed?
6. Check the feasibility of the project against the available resources. If the topic doesn’t work for the
time, materials, and people allocated to the project, start over (or narrow down the scope of the project). A
good producer is continuously checking the “doability” of the project and adjusting it accordingly. What is
doable?
7. Approve the final script for the documentary. What will be made?
8. Set up a shooting schedule based on a completed script. What’s the time line?
9. Procure the equipment necessary for each day of the shoot. What is needed when?
10. Assign people to the various tasks that need to be accomplished on each day. Who is doing what?
11. Create a master schedule, breaking down the overall job into the tasks to be accomplished on each day
of the shoot. What is done each day?
12. Meet regularly with all members of the team and insure that everyone understands the goals of the
project and their individual jobs. What are the problems?
Once the producer finishes the preliminary work outlined above, there’s still the job of supervising the
creation of the actual documentary footage. A good producer works hard to allow the rest of the team to do
the jobs they need to do. The producer monitors progress, makes sure there’s access to the necessary
equipment, resolves conflicts on the set, monitors the safety of the crew, and generally does what it takes to
make the project go smoothly. Once the shooting starts, the producer is constantly engaged in
troubleshooting, resolving the day-to-day problems of filming and coordinating all of the activities
(Houghton, 1991). In this respect, the job of a teacher is very similar to that of a producer.
The task of the producer doesn’t end with the capturing of the video footage for the science documentary.
Supervision of post-production is a critical part of the producer’s job. Individual bits of video are nothing in
themselves without the editing that creates the final story. Today, the video composing work is done on the
computer. The producer has to be at least familiar with technology (computers and applications) that his team

will need to use to get the job done. For teachers, it’s not enough to just know what can be used. Teachers are
the local resident experts. They have to educate their students not only on the available options, but they also
have to teach students how to use the computer system to do the necessary tasks to finish the digital
storytelling projects.
Here is a partial list of tasks the producer has to oversee during the post-production:
1. Supervise the creation of the master list of video footage shots. Without such a list, editing is very
difficult. On most commercial projects, all of the footage gathered for the documentary also gets transcribed.
2. Finalize the list of special effects or computer effects that will need to be created. Make sure they get
done in time for editing.
3. Check the transcription against the needs of the story and the script. Is everything covered? What
additional narration has to be recorded? Get the voice talent, set up the recording facility, and get the audio.
4. Find the music and secure the rights.
5. Find out what sound effects are needed for the project. Find them ready-made or get them recorded.
Send them off to the sound editors.
6. Arrange the editing facilities and get all of the footage, music, sound tracks, and effects for the editing
team. Meet with the editing team and make sure that everyone in one the same page.
7. Procure the equipment necessary for each day of post-production.
8. Create a master schedule, breaking down the overall job into the tasks to be accomplished on each day
of post-production.
9. Assign people to the various tasks that need to be accomplished on each day.
10. Meet regularly with all members of the team and insure that everyone understands the goals of the
project and the individual jobs.
The producer deals with all the practical and political aspects of keeping a project running. Clearly, there
are similarities between the jobs of a producer and that of a teacher. But while producers hire and work with
professionals who know their jobs, teachers work with students who require instruction at each step of the
way. Not only is a teacher required to teach the subject matter, she has to support the students in transforming
that newly-learned information into a stand-alone video product. The job of a teacher is levels of magnitude
harder than that of a producer.
There’s one more important difference between professional producers of science documentaries and
those of professional teachers supervising science documentary creation in their classrooms. A professional
producer typically works on one documentary at a time. A teacher doesn’t have it so easy. A typical
California public middle school class has 30 students, many have more. To work on a digital documentary
project, a class of this size is divided into a dozen or so groups, each working on its own, unique topic and
documentary. Thus a teacher producer has to manage a dozen or so projects at the same time, allocating
resources fairly and providing one-on-one assistance when needed. That’s a lot to ask. Students lacking
advanced computer skills or outside help are put at a disadvantage at the start.

2.2 Technical Expertise vs. Subject Matter Expertise
As is the case in many professions, there are several expertise necessary to achieve success with digital
storytelling in a classroom. Teachers, we can assume, have deep knowledge of the subject matter they teach.
Their students are in the process of acquiring subject matter knowledge. The degree of understanding and
proficiency with a particular subject matter varies greatly from student to student. But it is not enough to
know the subject matter (Werby, 2008). There is a difference between subject matter expertise and technical
expertise. Digital storytelling requires both. Understanding algebra or physical science doesn’t translate into
computer expertise or movie making skills automatically, just like knowledge of the subject matter doesn’t
automatically qualify an individual to teach it. It takes years of training to become a teacher, just as it takes
years of training to be an effective movie maker and even more training to acquire the technical computer
skills necessary for this job. Students engaged in digital storytelling not only have to know the subject matter
well enough to make a movie about it, but they also need to have the digital skills necessary to create their
projects.
The clear differences between teacher producers and movie producers have to do with the level of
expertise of technical and logistical movie making know-how (and of course the film’s budget). Teachers
have to be instructed in the technical aspect of digital storytelling in order to be able to help their students
maneuver through this very technical process. Most teachers don’t have the necessary technical expertise to
solve the problems that arise with software and hardware during the process of digital movie making.

Additionally, different students in one class might use different equipment (as available), adding a level of
complexity to the process.
In-class technical support might help overcome the above-mentioned problems. But technical support
won’t help teachers solve the logistical problems presented by the digital storytelling. Teachers have to be
taught how to judge the “doability” of the project proposed by their students. Knowing what would fail and
what would work and steering the student on the right path is critical to digital storytelling success in the
classroom.

2.3 Parent Support
It’s worth analyzing the type of support parents can give their children working on the digital storytelling
projects. Using the description of a producer’s job as a foundation (just as was done for the teacher), we can
see that parents can provide:
1. material support: provide money, computer and photo equipment, digital tapes and flashcards,
software, props and costumes, a place to shoot and work;
2. scheduling support: guide students in the day-by-day and hour-by-hour breakdown of the tasks that
they need to accomplish;
3. brainstorming: help children make decisions about their choice of movie topics given the available
resources (time and materials); discuss the “doabilty” of the project;
4. subject matter help: explain difficult to understand subject matter details;
5. political support and conflict resolution: guide and supervise as student groups work out their
differences and negotiate solutions peacefully and fairly;
6. technical assistance: help with equipment and software;
7. man-power support: give an extra pair hands for holding microphones, setting up lights, clean-up
assistance, etc.;
8. transportation: drive students and their equipment to and from events;
9. security: provide adult supervision, keep the equipment safe, and protect the children;
10. emotional support: tell the kids everything will work out all right in the end.
While many parents are actively engaged in their children’s academic life, not everyone has the time and
resources to do all the tasks listed above. Students coming from socioeconomically disadvantaged homes are
less likely to get material support from their parents for their digital storytelling projects. They might not
have access to digital cameras or computers at home or have antiquated hardware and software, making it
incompatible with the school systems.
Unlike teachers, parents might not be very familiar with the topics covered in an 8th grade science class
(physical science). And thus they might not be able to support their children with picking the best topics for
their science documentaries or help their children understand those topics better. Not many parents are
subject matter experts on the topics on their children’s digital stories.
Additionally, there’s a language barrier problem. English language learners are less likely to get
brainstorming help and subject matter assistance at home. And parents of these students might find it difficult
to provide conflict resolution help for groups of children coming from diverse cultural backgrounds. A
language barrier makes such support very difficult.
There’s also the technical assistance issue. Some students get lucky—their parents work in the high tech
industry and are willing and able to provide the necessary technical support to their children. But those
students are clearly in a minority.

2.3 Digital Storytelling: Variables of Success
Taking a science topic, as an example, and turning it into a digital story is not an easy process. What does it
take to create a successful student project? There are several variables to consider: subject matter;
technology; time and available resources; and student group size and composition. A problem with any one
of these variables could lead to a disappointing experience or simply to a wasted instructional time.
The choice of subject matter is critical to digital storytelling. Some subjects are just too difficult to
translate into a movie, especially for students with limited subject matter knowledge. For example, black

holes are fascinating and exciting to a middle school student, but what aspect of the black hole physics is
“doable”? Sexuality is another subject of interest to this age group, but what’s appropriate? A careful
guidance by a teacher, steering the movie making group of students in an appropriate direction, can make all
the difference. The educational scaffoldings to support the subject matter variable are: help with the choice of
topic; assistance with narrowing the scope of work and topic; and script writing supervision and help.
As we all know, cutting edge technology is not found in an average public middle school science
classroom. Teachers embarking on digital storytelling projects just have to do with what they have. The
biggest problem is access to modern tools, which in many cases are more user-friendly then older technology.
The other problem with technology is the disparate collection of hardware and software. Some students have
access to expensive cameras and some don’t—the difference will be apparent in the final movie produced by
the students. Some students have computers and software at home that are not compatible with those in the
classroom. The teacher serves as technical support for the entire class. This is a very difficult job. Technical
problems can destroy student enthusiasm for digital storytelling or even stop the project from ever reaching
the final completion. Thus technical support is critical to digital storytelling success.
The teacher always has to consider time and available resources for any student project. Digital
storytelling is very time consuming. A typical project of a few minutes in duration usually takes months to
create. A student can end up spending as much as 40 hours of full-time work. Such dedication is great, but it
does require planning. And planning and organization are not the strong suites of adolescents (Levine, 2002).
And, as mentioned above, students have very different resources and support available to them at home.
Teachers have to try to level the access to resources in their classroom and to support those students that do
not have the necessary tools or help at home.
The final variable discussed in this paper is the student group size and composition. Digital storytelling is
a cooperative venture—different students take on different aspects of the job while sharing the group’s
overall goals (Werby, 2008). Different students in the class have different expertise and different passions.
It’s important to put together groups that don’t only share friendships but have the necessary expertise to
finish a movie project between them. Writers, artists, camera operators, project managers, computer experts
are all necessary and valued members of the team (Bransford et al., 2000; Brown & Palincsar, 1989). But as
class time is too short to work on a movie project, student groups have to continue their labors at home.
Organizing a large group of students to be at one place and one time (other than the school) is very difficult.
Thus the size of the group is as important as the members’ expertise. And as these projects move from
schools and into homes, parents take on the roles of producers as well. Different parents have different
abilities and availabilities when it comes to helping their children and their friends through the digital
storytelling projects. Student and parent support is necessary for success. In particular, it’s critical to set
parents’ expectations as to the scope of work and the needed time and resources for digital storytelling
projects (Werby, 2008).

2.3 Detail Analysis of Digital Storytelling Workflow
Using the framework of pre-production, production, and post-production, a detailed analysis of student
workflow for digital storytelling can be constructed. By superimposing the requirements placed on the
teacher and parents of these students, we can see where educational scaffolding would yield the greatest
benefit.
The chart below makes it easy to see where parents and teachers have the most influence on the quality of
the student work. For example, pre-production work on the digital storytelling project is divided between
class work and homework—only some aspects of the work can be completed within the available classroom
time and space. If parents are notified as to the goals of the digital storytelling project, they would be in a
better position to help their children work through the problems they will encounter. With enough advanced
warning, parents can also pull their resources together to help their children get (or buy) the necessary
supplies and plan times for students to work together outside of school time. With many students involved in
after-school activities, just setting up times when everyone can meet can be a challenge.
Table 1: Activity breakdown for pre-production, production, and post-production of a digital video project

Pre-Production
• analyze the assignment
• come up with ideas for a digital story
• choose one idea that would work
• research
• write a script and have it approved

Production
• filming
• acting
• capturing voice-over
audio
• special effects work

• create a master work schedule
• create the necessary props, costumes, sets, etc.
• find existing video clips to reuse in their digital
stories (e.g.: students can use some video clips from
YouTube or other sources)
Clearly, some of this work has to be done at school.
But a large portion of the workload requires time
outside of the classroom. Students labor during
their lunch hours, after school, and at home to
complete the pre-production work.

Post-Production
• importing all video and audio into a moviemaking application
• editing
• audio work
• computer-generated special effects
• titling
• DVD creation (this includes exporting the
final video and compression)
• uploading the final video to a public location
(e.g.: YouTube, school site, etc.)

Most of the work
capturing the video tends
to be done at home or on
location (e.g.: museum,
park, etc.).

Depending on the amount of support students
can count on at home, most of the postproduction work has to get done at school.
Shuttling the work back and forth simply
doesn’t work—the computer systems and
software are rarely compatible between home
and school.

Most of the actual video capturing tends to be done outside of the classroom time. This makes sense:
having twelve or so teams run around in a tight room, acting and trying to get audio, is just not practical.
Thus parents become digital producers as their children bring their projects home. For each student group,
one set of parents ends-up being the host family for digital storytelling project. The better informed are the
parents, the easier is the whole process. Teachers have to set expectations for both students and parents as to
the amount of work involved.
Students continue doing research for their projects at home, even as they shoot the video. For example,
many students use bits of video they grab from YouTube to create “mash-ups”—editing together studentcreated video with that shot by other people. “Mash-ups” are reasonable solutions to many digital storytelling
problems. Most students are not able to do special effects, or go to far away places, or capture rare events on
video. So they use video footage from movies and other science documentaries to augment their work.
Clearly such video research is easier done at home. And if parents know the parameters of their children’s
projects, then they can better supervise such research (and keep their children from viewing questionable and
undesired content, freely available on the Internet). Capturing video from YouTube and converting it into a
format that students can use is technically challenging. Some students can do it, some can’t. Some parents
can help, some can’t. Setting up student groups with equal access to technical support at home is critical to
the success of many student digital storytelling projects.
Post-production is different. Having acquired all of the different elements for their projects, students now
have to put it together into a coherent story. Once this work starts, it’s difficult to relocate—computer
systems and applications tend to be incompatible between schools and homes. It’s just too difficult to move
back and forth. So once a group of students starts their post-production work, they are committed to a
location. This of course can cause some logistical problems. Those students that want to use their home
computers will end up with nothing to do during the times set aside for post-production at school. This could
be disruptive for the rest of the class.
The students who choose to do post-production at home also don’t get the help of the teacher during this
portion of the project. Post-production requires students to do a lot of synthesis of their ideas. That’s hard,
especially for students who are just learning the material they’re making their movies about. And even the
most competent science documentary script gets altered based on the actual footage the team manages to get.
So the story goes through a reconceptualization process during the post-production work.
Students who chose to work from home also face technical challenges. Who provides technical support
while they work at home? Who knows the equipment and software well enough to deal with frequent
problems these students stumble on during post-production? There’s also the need to bring the final, finished
project to school in a format that can be viewed by the teacher. This could also be hard. Digital movies endup being huge and require compression to fit onto DVDs or flash-memory sticks. Students and their parents
need detailed instructions on how to overcome such difficulties.
And as with pre-production, post-production requires group work. If students work from home, then they
have to find times that work of each member of the group and the parents who supervise the project at home.

Again, middle school children are cognitively ill equipped to deal with scheduling, especially complex
scheduling required for movie making (Levine, 2002). So again, parents have step in to smooth the way.
Much of the above discussion focused on the challenges of running digital storytelling projects as part of
a science curriculum. Most of these challenges can be addressed with planning, preparation, and appropriate
support for teachers, parents, and students. The next section proposes a few scaffoldings.

2.4 Proposed Scaffolding for Digital Storytelling Projects
Based on the problems discussed above, here’s a proposed set of educational scaffolds that can help teachers,
students, and their parents during the digital storytelling projects.
Setting Expectations. Start the project with showing sample student projects. Students have to
understand what they are expected to create as a finished product. Some students suffer from aiming too high
—they base their ideas on high-budget movies with many special effects and great acting. Some students are
just the opposite and experience a paucity of ideation. Both ends of the spectrum, and everyone in between,
benefit from watching how well other students measured up to the challenges of their digital storytelling
projects.
Creating Timelines and Schedules. Time management and the scheduling of group work times are
notoriously hard for students (Levine, 2002; Werby, 2008). But these skills are essential to smooth production
flow in the digital storytelling projects. Creating handout that can serve as backbones of organization can
solve a lot of problems early on in the project. Such tools can also help with setting expectations: how much
time do we need to get this done?
Organizing Small Student Groups According to Abilities. As mentioned above, not all students have
the necessary skills and resources to engage in the digital storytelling projects. A teacher can organize the
work groups by pairing students with previous experience with novices, and by insuring that each group has
help at home (Werby, 2008; Lave & Wenger, 1991).
Providing Technical Specifications and Instructions. Each student group needs access to a clear set of
instructions on which it can rely while using complex technological tools (e.g.: cameras, lights, microphones,
computer software and hardware). While this scaffolding seems obvious, it is by no means readily available
in the classroom. Students don’t have access to technical support incase their hardware malfunctions. Most
applications have a very broad set of functions—great for experts, but less useful for novices. A simplified
set of numbered steps can save a lot of time for both teachers and students (Werby, 2008). For example, a
simple “how to import your video” handout allows the whole class to work, and leaves the teacher to deal
with difficult technical cases.
Give Out Script Page Stylesheets. Script writing is not a simple task and film schools typically devote
semester-length courses to this topic. That’s clearly not the goal of a science class. Again, a simple handout,
that shows how to format ideas into a script, can help students avoid the most obvious pitfalls of movie
making. A short lecture can explain how the script is used during the digital storytelling project. The teacher
can approve the students’ scripts prior to allowing them to move into the production phase of the project.
Help Breakdown the Project into a Set of Small Tasks. Once a group of students has an approved
script, it has to convert it into movie. Movie making is all about doing thousands of small things that
somehow come together into a coherent whole. We call this “movie magic.” An expert producer is very good
at this task. To an untrained novice, it seems overwhelming. Students need help breaking the project down
into doable chunks they can reasonably accomplish during class time or as home assignments. A presentation
of a sample digital storytelling project dissected into such mini tasks can illustrate to the class how they can
approach the breakdowns of their own projects. Even then, most groups need one-on-one assistance with this
part of the project. Once the digital storytelling project is disassembled into doable tasks, students need to
assign those tasks to a particular individual and create a time frame for completion. Since some aspects of
digital storytelling are on a critical path of others, students have to understand what they have to accomplish
first and work accordingly. On a real movie set, this is a job of a producer.
Setup Regular “Producer” Meetings. Digital storytelling projects take a long time and tend to evolve
significantly as students work through problems that arise during pre-production, filming, and postproduction. Regular progress meetings (with and without the teacher) help keep these projects on track.
Time. And finally, the most valuable scaffolding for digital storytelling projects is time. Movie making
takes a lot of time. There are always things that go wrong. Students have to have enough time to complete
their projects. This doesn’t mean that they should be left to their own devices for months at a time. On the

contrary, students need regular meetings with a teacher to discuss problems, progress, and work distribution
issues. These are not the kinds of projects that get done the night before they are due.

3. CONCLUSION
The use of student-made video in the classroom is becoming more prevalent. The rationale is that video and
other digital tools are a gateway for some students into difficult subjects like science, math, and history. By
its very nature, movie making is a group effort, which requires many different talents and expertise to create.
Students whose natural skills are social organization and leadership, for example, have few opportunities to
shine in a standard science curriculum. But these students can take a central role during student digital
storytelling projects. And while traditional classrooms still reward individual performance at the core of
assessment, teachers using student-created video projects as part of their instruction have to adopt a different
approach to evaluate individual as well as group work. There is a change in culture from both the student and
teacher perspectives.
A teacher producer is a technical and logistical problem-solver, making practical and procedural decisions
so that the students working on a movie are free to focus on the creative job of actually putting together the
film. The technical problem-solving skills are obvious: knowledge of camera operation; understanding of the
digital file formats used by the camera and the editing software; ability to import the video into the computer
and to record and digitize the audio; and expertise in exporting the finished product out of the editing
software and into the appropriate presentation format (e.g.: creating Web pages with imbedded video,
uploading digital storytelling projects on YouTube, projecting movies in front of an audience, etc.). Each step
described above can be complicated, as software and hardware varies greatly in degree of usability. In order
to be successful, digital storytelling requires a lot of technical and logistical support for the teachers, students,
and parents. It’s not enough to know the subject matter; it’s also necessary to understand the technological
pitfalls and basic movie making know-how. As digital storytelling becomes part of the every day curriculum,
teachers as well as parents become movie producers and require support to do those jobs well.
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